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Touareg 190TDI Premium with optional Innovision package shown.



Exterior3

Exterior

01   Rear tail lights, Premium LED  

with dynamic turn signals 

02  20" Montero alloy wheel

01

02

With its perfect proportions, smooth contours and purposeful styling, the Touareg  
range has been designed for maximum visual impact. No matter the angle it’s viewed from, 
Volkswagen’s latest SUV offers a bold statement of intent – this is a vehicle that looks as 
good as it performs.

Wider and longer than its predecessor, the Touareg is nevertheless lighter thanks to the 
combination of aluminium and high-tech steel used in its construction.

The Touareg’s strong silhouette is assisted by its longer bonnet, which extends down to  
LED headlights in the 190TDI variant and new IQ. Light Matrix LED headlights in the  
190TDI Premium variant set either side of an assertive front grille. Chrome strips extend 
from the Volkswagen roundel, framing the headlight and grille assembly and presenting  
an attractive facade to oncoming traffic.

The chrome theme continues down the length of the vehicle, with chrome highlights 
featured around the window frames and lower body side mouldings. A bold character line 
draws the eye from front to rear, emphasising the Touareg’s sleek profile and powerful, 
sculpted shoulders.

Perfectly complementing the vehicle’s dynamic appearance are striking 19-inch ‘Osorno’ 
alloy wheels in the 190TDI, with larger 20-inch ‘Montero’ alloy wheels a feature of the 
190TDI Premium variant.

The back end of the Touareg is all style and practicality. Premium LED taillights on the 
190TDI Premium sit broadly across the rear panels and tailgate, offering a sense of cohesion 
and minimalist design. The Touareg’s electronic tailgate with Easy Open & Close takes the 
hassle out of opening the boot, while under the tailgate are eye-catching chrome trapezoidal 
tailpipes set either side of a sporty diffuser.

Perfect aesthetics and impressive design features front to rear come together to create  
an SUV with palpable on-road presence.



Touareg 190TDI Premium 
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Interior

01

02

01  Inductive wireless phone charging

02  ergoComfort ventilated front seats with massage function

The Touareg’s sophisticated and comfortable cabin is the perfect match for its 
sporty and dynamic exterior styling. Spacious design, impressive fit and finish, and 
an array of technological conveniences combine to create a driving experience that 
is at once luxurious and deeply satisfying.

The Touareg’s electric front seats have been designed to provide maximum  
comfort even on long journeys. Driver and front seat passenger can enjoy perfect 
temperature regulation by altering the heat setting. And front seat occupants in  
the 190TDI Premium Touareg can revel in the vehicle’s ventilated seats with  
18-way electrical adjustment, pneumatic side bolsters in both the seat cushion and 
backrest, and a special massage function with eight pre-set massage programs. 

The dashboard is the epitome of sophisticated and functional design. Nestled in 
front of the three-spoke leather-covered, flat-bottomed steering wheel is the 
instrument cluster with large multifunction display. It blends into a contoured 
dashboard that features Volkswagen’s impressive 9.2-inch Discover Pro 
infotainment system with App-Connect~, four USB ports and a facility for inductive 
wireless charging of your smartphone.

Driver and passengers can maintain the perfect in-cabin temperature thanks to the 
Touareg’s Air Care 2-zone climate control air-conditioning system with hard key 
control. Switchgear for the vehicle’s climate control system falls readily to hand and 
allows for easy adjustments to temperature and air flow.

Sophisticated touches abound throughout the cabin, such as chrome trim on the  
air vent surrounds, brushed aluminium inserts on the dashboard and flooring, and  
a gearshift knob with leather and aluminium finish. Ambient interior lighting lends 
a distinguished air throughout.

Proving that the Touareg’s cabin is as practical as it is classy, there’s an impressive 
1800 litres of boot space available with the rear seat folded (810 litres with the rear 
seat upright). 

~ App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately). 



Touareg 190TDI Premium with optional Innovision package and Sound & Comfort package shown. 
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Technology

01  App-Connect~ USB Interface 

02  IQ. Light Matrix LED headlights

01

02

Few vehicles feature an exceptional array of technological innovation in one package  
quite like the Touareg. 

Standard across the range are practical comforts such as automatic headlights,  
auto-dimming mirrors and rain-sensing wipers. Other features, such as IQ. Light Matrix LED 
headlights in the 190TDI Premium variant, appear in a Volkswagen for the very first time. 
These ingenious headlights not only incorporate a headlight washing system, they use 
individually controllable LEDs to form a beam pattern that can be adapted to a variety of 
driving situations.

There’s no limit to the multimedia options available to you courtesy of Volkswagen’s 
pioneering 9.2-inch Discover Pro navigation system with Gesture Control and Voice Control. 
It features App-Connect~ technology that allows access to selected favourite smartphone 
apps via Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™, as well as four USB ports.

Other driver aids have been fitted to make driving and life’s little challenges – such as 
parking – that much simpler.

Negotiating shopping centre carparks is a cinch with Park Assist*. It uses Rear View Camera 
(RVC Plus)* and front and rear parking sensors to carefully guide you into, or out of, tight 
parking spaces. Other handy features include Keyless Access and Start, which takes the 
hassle out of getting in your Touareg and driving away, and Driving Profile Selection with 
4MOTION Active Control, which allows for customisation of the driving experience. 

Also included is Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, an intelligent system that not only  maintains 
a speed set by the driver but keeps a safe distance from the vehicle in front by modulating 
braking and accelerating as required. Adaptive Cruise Control* is particularly useful when 
driving long distances, as is Driver Fatigue Detection*, which provides a visual and audible 
signal when it’s time to take a break.

~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately). 
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.



Touareg 190TDI Premium with optional Innovision package.
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Safety

01  Pedestrian Protection*

02  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

03  Front Cross Traffic Assist*

01

02

03

Peace of mind is yours when you drive the Touareg. A comprehensive array of active and 
passive safety features has been included across the range, all of which have been designed 
and tested with one objective in mind – keeping vehicle occupants and other road users safe.

It’s apt that a vehicle as technologically superior as the Touareg should receive safety 
systems never seen before in the range.

Among the compelling new technology featured in the vehicle is Front and Rear Cross Traffic 
Assist*, an ingenious aid for helping drivers ‘nose out’ into traffic when vision of that traffic 
is obscured. Sensors monitor the area around the vehicle, with optical and acoustic warnings 
issued when oncoming traffic is detected. The system will implement an emergency stop if it 
detects that a collision is imminent.

Similarly, Pedestrian Monitoring* will first alert the driver, and then implement an emergency 
braking procedure if needed, to avoid striking a pedestrian or cyclist about to cross the 
vehicle’s path.

Other safety systems are there for when you need them, such as Traffic Jam Assist*. It uses 
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)* and Lane Assist* with Adaptive Lane Guidance* to maintain 
the Touareg’s distance from the vehicle ahead, and its position within the appropriate lane, in 
busy stop-and go traffic.

The Touareg’s Emergency Assist* function uses ACC* and Lane Assist* to detect steering, 
braking or acceleration inactivity on the part of the driver, such as when the driver falls 
asleep or is incapacitated. The system will initiate an escalating series of attempts to alert 
the driver, before performing a safe emergency stop as a last resort.

Naturally, these new systems work in concert with Volkswagen’s trusted range of established 
safety features, such as 360° Proactive Occupant Protection*, Side Assist* and more, to 
prioritise safety with every drive.

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.



Performance

01  8-Speed Automatic Gearbox 

02   15" Discover Premium in optional Innovision Package

03   3.0-litre turbocharged TDI engine

01

02

03

The Touareg’s athletic styling and broad stance are the first indication of the performance 
potential lurking within Volkswagen’s latest premium SUV.

With its 3.0-litre turbocharged TDI engine capable of providing an impressive 190kW of 
power and 600Nm of torque, this is a vehicle that has been built to be driven and enjoyed. 
The Touareg’s figures are up 10kW and 50Nm respectively over the outgoing Touareg 
180TDI, offering further proof of its performance credentials.

The Touareg’s potent power is transferred to the road via an efficient 8-speed automatic 
gearbox, which provides seamless shifts under acceleration and  deceleration.

Clever 4MOTION permanent all-wheel drive ensures the vehicle retains optimum  traction by 
continually adjusting power distribution to the front and rear axles as needed. Approximately 
70 per cent of the power available can be directed to the front axle and up to 80 per cent to 
the rear axle depending on the driving situation and road surface.

Every Touareg receives 4MOTION Active Control, which allows the driver to tailor his or her 
driving experience by selecting one of four all-wheel drive modes via a rotary dial – Snow, 
On-road, Off-road (automatic configuration of the off-road parameters) and Off-road 
Individual (variable settings).

Driving Profile Selection offers further customisation of the vehicle’s performance with a 
choice of Normal, Sport, Eco, Off-road and Individual driving modes (plus Comfort driving 
mode in the 190TDI Premium) all selectable from the centre console.

The Touareg inspires confidence no matter the road surface. Steel spring suspension with 
front McPherson struts provides the Touareg with assured ride and handling, while the 
addition of 4-corner air suspension with electronic damping in the 190TDI Premium variant 
means even greater levels of comfort when taking on rough terrain.

With its combination of precision and prowess, Volkswagen’s Touareg lays down the 
performance gauntlet to its rivals in the premium SUV class.
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Optional Packages

Touareg drivers wanting to enhance their everyday driving experience with added  
levels of technology and innovation will want to consider one of several outstanding  
optional packages.

Included in the Innovision Package, for example, is a 12.3-inch Active Info Display that 
takes the place of a traditional instrument cluster with high-definition vehicle information 
such as navigation, assistance and comfort systems. Equally impressive is the windshield-
projected Head-up Display, which allows the driver to monitor the vehicle’s speed, navigation 
directions and driver assist systems without having to avert their eyes from the road.

The Discover Premium navigation system takes in-car infotainment to the next level with 
its 15-inch touch-screen display offering information, communication and entertainment 
in one integrated package. With Voice Command and Gesture Control functionality, it’s also 
exceedingly easy to use. The addition of a volume scroll wheel in the glossy black centre 
console means fine volume adjustments can be made quickly and without fuss.

The Innovision Package gives drivers the ability to further customise their vehicle’s interior 
with additional ambient lighting in a choice of 30 selectable colours.

The Touareg 190TDI Premium offers discerning drivers the choice of three additional 
packages. The Sound & Comfort package offers crystal clear audio with the Dynaudio 
Consequence Sound System and a raft of conveniences such as Area View, 4-Zone Climate 
Control with rear seat control panel, memory for front seats, mirrors and electronic steering 
column, heated outboard seats in the second row and a 90-litre fuel tank. 

Selecting the R-Line package bolsters the Touareg’s appearance and performance by 
incorporating striking exterior and interior improvements, 20-inch Nevada alloy wheels,  
all-wheel steering and electromechanical active roll stabilisation.

The third optional package, Panoramic Electric Glass Sunroof, gives Touareg 190TDI Premium 
drivers the opportunity to take full advantage of Australia’s favourable weather conditions.



Touareg 190TDI Premium with optional Panormaic Sunroof and Sound & Comfort package shown. 
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Colours & Upholstery

01  Antimonial Silver Metallic

02  Aquamarine Metallic

03  Malbec Red Metallic

04  Pure White

05  Silicone Grey Metallic

06  Deep Black Pearl Effect

07  Soul Black Vienna leather appointed seat upholstery#

08  Soul Black Savona leather appointed seat upholstery#

09  Mistral two-tone Savona leather appointed seat upholstery#

10  R-Line Soul Black Savona leather appointed seat upholstery#

01

04

02

05

03

06

The Touareg 190TDI and Touareg 190TDI Premium are available in six eye-catching paint finishes, including Antimonial Silver Metallic, 
Aquamarine Metallic, Malbec Red Metallic, Pure White, Silicone Grey Metallic and Deep Black Pearl Effect, with the Metallic and Pearl 
Effect paint finishes available at an additional cost.

Vienna leather appointed trim in the Touareg 190TDI is soft and supple to the touch, while Savona leather appointed trim in ‘Soul’ Black 
or ‘Mistral’ two-tone in the Touareg 190TDI Premium will have vehicle occupants sitting in the lap of luxury. 

#Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

09

07 08

10



190TDI 190TDI Premium

3.0L V6 190kW / 600Nm

8 Speed Automatic & 4MOTION  Permanent All Wheel Drive

• Front Assist with City EB and Pedestrian Monitoring*
• Lane Assist with Adaptive Lane Guidance, Emergency Assist, Traffic Jam Assist, 

Adaptive Cruise Control, Side Assist with Front & Rear Cross Traffic Assist, Park Assist, 
Driver Fatigue Detection, 360⁰ Proactive Occupant Protection, Front and rear parking 
sensors and Rear View Camera*

• Electronic tailgate with Easy Open & Close & Keyless Access and start
• LED Headlights, daytime driving lights and tail lights
• Automatic headlights, auto dimming mirrors and rain sensing wipers
• 19” Osorno alloy wheels with inflatable spare wheel
• 9.2” Discover Pro navigation system with App-Connect~ and 4x USB ports
• Vienna Leather appointed trim, heated and electric front seats
• Air Care 2-zone climate control air conditioning with hard key control
• Driving profile selection with 4MOTION Active Control
• Steel spring suspension (Front McPherson struts, Five-link front & rear axles)

• IQ. Light Matrix LED Headlights with dynamic indicators and automatic  
dynamic high beam range adjustment

• Headlight washing system
• Premium LED tail lights with dynamic indicators & click/clack brake lights
• 20” Montero alloys wheels with inflatable spare wheel
• 4 corner air suspension with electronic damping control
• Savona appointed leather# trim in ‘Soul’ black or ‘Mistral’ two-tone
• Massage front seats with 8 different massage programs
• Heated and ventilated front seats

Optional Metallic and Pearl Effect paint finishes

Optional Innovision package
15” Discover Premium, 12.3” Active Info Display, Windshield projected Head-up Display, Additional ambient interior lighting with 30 selectable colours, 

Volume scroll wheel & Glossy black centre console

Optional Sound & Comfort package
Area View, Dynaudio Consequence Sound System, 4-Zone Climate control with rear seat 

control panel, Memory for front seats, mirrors & electronic steering column with memory, 
Row 2 heated outboard seats & 90 litre fuel tank

Optional R-Line package
R-Line exterior & interior package, 20 inch 

Nevada alloy wheels, All-wheel steering and Electromechanical active roll stabilization

Optional panoramic electric glass sunroof

Specification Highlights17

Specification Highlights
For more information on features and specifications, please download the specification sheets available at volkswagen.com.au.

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe 
driving practices. 
#Leather appointed seats has a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, 
active data service, and connection cable (sold separately).

https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en.html


Touareg 190TDI Premium with optional Panoramic Sunroof, Innovision package, and Sound & Vision Package shown.
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Apple CarPlay® is a registered trade mark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade 
mark of Google Inc. MirrorLink® is a registered trademark of Car Connectivity Consortium 
LLC. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) 
of 24 Muir Road Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at November 2019, for 
Model Year 2020 and are subject to change without notice or obligation. All information 
is this brochure are correct at the time of publication, however variations may occur from 
time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be 
liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 
brochure. Authorised Volkswagen Dealers will provide up-to-date information on model 
application, design feature, prices, and availability on request.  

Touareg

Your Volkswagen Dealer.


